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FROM THE EDITORS DESK

Keeping abreast with the literature in any field of
science or engineering is an essential prerequisite of suc-
cessful basic and applied research and product develop-
ment. In the previous issues of the Newsletter I have
included material about new scientific journals in pat-
tern recognition and related fields to keep you informed
about additional potential sources of research reports.
One of the new features I have also been planning to
introduce in the Newsletter are reviews of recent books
on topics in pattern recognition and image processing.
Publishers have already been approached with the re-
quest for copies ofrelevant books for review in the Book-
shelf section of the Newsletter. One review appears irr
this issue, for expediency written by the Editor. I ex-
pect to have many more for inclusion in the future issues,
coming from a wider circle of reviewers.

The Editor



NEWS IN BRIEF

IFIP DEBATING THE ROLE OF ITS AFFILI-
ATE MEMBERS The Activity Development Board of
the International Federation for Information Processing
(IFIP) is debating what services IFIP might offer to its
Affiliate Members in order to develop a close and pro-
ductive relationship with them. Any facilities ofrered
by IFIP could be of direct benefit to IAPR, the oldest
IFIP'a Affiliate Member Organization.

THE AUSTRIANS GO INDEPENDENT At its
Annual General Meeting held in Linz, 15-16 May the
Austrian Working Group for Pattern Recognition, for-
merly pa,rt of the Austrian Computer Society decided
to form an independent learned society. Its new name
is Austrian Association for Pattern Recognition and Dr
W l(ropatsch has been elected its first Chairman.

ARCHITECTURE SURVEY The IAPR Techni-
cal Committee TC6 (Special Purpoee Architectures) is
about to Buntey developments in computer architectures
and proceesora specialised for image processing. They
would like to include commercially available systems and
also aystema under development in industry, universities
and other reseaxch laboratorieg. If your organisation is
developing equipment or marketing it and you would
like to be included in the survey, will you please send
your narne and address to Prof M J B Duff or Dr M
Kidode immediately and a survey form will be sent to
you. (For their addresses please see IAPR Newsletter
vol 10, no. 1.)

PORTUGAL JOINS IAPR The Governing Board
of IAPR has recently approved an application for mem-
bership submitted on behalf of the Portugese Group for
Pattern Recognition by its president, Prof J P Marques
de 56.

CONFERENCE REPORTS

NATO A.SJ. on Pattern Recognition
Theory and Applicatione.

Spa, Belgium- 6-20 June 7986

The 3'd of a series of NATO Advanced Study In-
stitutes on'Pattern Recognition: Theory and Applica-
tions' was held near Spa in Belgium between 8th and
20th June of last year. The previous NASI in this Pat-
tern Recognition series was in 1981 and therefore the
aim of this meeting was to discuss more recent develop-
ments. The major application domains considered were

the recognition and interpretation of both speech ancl
images. In both these domains a key question is how to
combine information or evidence from several disparate
sources i.e. raw measurements and prior knowledge or
constraints. Much of the meeting concerned topics such
as contextual information and the utilisation of problenr
specific knowledge.

Pierre Devijver, Institute Director with his wife andMichel Deke-
ael (left), one of the dedicated local organizers who contributed to
the emooth running of the Institute.

The basic methods and the more recent ideas in-
fluencing the classical areas of statistical and structural
pattern recognition were reviewed by eminent practi-
tioners from the appropriate field. This was followed by
other papers illustrating current research work in each
of these areas i.e. advances in classification, clustering,
inexact and incremental graph matching and methods
of efficient graph search. Fu,zzy set theory was also re-
viewed.

A major section of the institute was devoted to the
consideration of the recent formal methods which are be-
ing explored as methods of combining evidence. Recent
work using statistical models for incorporating contex-
tual information were related to heuristic probabilistic
relaxation techniques. Several people spoke on the use
of Markov models. The important issues of the cor-
rect choice of models and the often difficult step of de-
riving realistic algorithms for the estimation of model
parameters were discussed. Ideas were illustrated for
both speech or image processing. There was much in-
terest in related topics such as the reemergence of mod-
els based on neural networks. Boltzrnan machitres ancl
other multilayered learning networks were discussed and
ideas from the connectionist school on high level visual
perception were presented. Recent results on sirnulated
annealing, a stochastic optimisation technique, were re-
viewed by several people.

Artificial intelligence was represented in a nuurl>er
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of talks. A rule based speech recognition system in
which feature extraction was performed by operators ac-
tivated by cooperating expert programs was described.
Pattern classification was identified as a generic task
which must be solved in most knowledge based reason-
ing tasks. The intenelationship of pattern recognition
and artificial intelligence was illustrated in many ways.

In addition there were talks on topics such as com-
putational geometry, texture analysis, shape analysis
and applications of image interpretation in geology, bio-
medicine and industrial inspection.

The bare statistics of the two week meeting are that
it attracted 91 attendees from 20 different countries and
consisted of a mix of invited lectures, major reviews and
current reeearch papers from over 42 contributors. The
proceeding of the institute are now available in book
form published by Springer. However, although these
figures are impressive they give only a partial idea of
the ultimate worth of a meeting of this kind. Much
of the benefit of the institute was in the informality of
the meeting which allon'ed the discussion of ideas at
a depth and over a time period which would not be
possible at large scale conference level. This encourages
the founding of contacts which are likely to lead to future
collaboration or the future exchange of good research
ideas.

In addition to a full and varied technical program
the conference organisers offered an extensive social pro-
gram for the institute. This included trips during the
one free weekend to both the capital of Belgium, Brus-
sels, and areas of the small but beautiful neighbour-
ing state of Luxembourg. The above photograph shows

Godfried Toussaint on the latter of these trips posing
at the wa^r museum in the Belgium town of Bastoigne.
(Can you tell which is Godfried and which is the tank?)
Other attractions included a mayoral welcome to Spa
and two excellent barbeque evenings at a hotel Iodge
situated deep in the beautiful Ardennes forest. Sport
activites were also available with the highlight being a
race of pedaloo boats. Surprisingly a boat pedalled by
the institute codirectors , Pierre Devijver and Josef Kit-
tler, managed to overcome considerably younger oppo-
sition to snatch second place!!!

In summary, the NATO Advanced Study Institutes
program provides an excellent forum for the interchange
of knowledge and the meeting of scientists from many
countries. This particular ingtitute was excellently or-
ganised both administratively, technically and socially
and should go a long way towards ensuring the success
of the next of this series in a few years time.

John lllingworth

PATTERN RECOGNITION
AND ACOUSTIC IMAGING

iVewport Beach, California, USA- 4-O Feb 1967

The IAPR Technical Committee on Biomedical Pat-
tern Recognition (TC-9) sponsored a highly successful
international symposium on Pattern Recognition and
Acoustic Imaging. The meeting was co-sponsored by
SPIE, with the cooperation of the Image Engineering
Resea,rch Programme at the University of California,
Irvine, the Acoustical Society of America, the IEEE
Computer Society Technical Committee on Pattern Anal-
ysis and Machine Intelligence, the Pattern Recognition
Society and the IEEE Ultrasonics, Ferroelectronics and
Flequency Control Society.

The symposium organizing committee included Dr
Leonard Ferrari (Chair), Dr A Duerinckx (Co-Chair)
and Dr Glen Wade (Technical Chair). The subject mat-
ter covered medical, navigational and geophysical appli-
cations of acoustic imaging; texture analysis in medical
ultrasound and material cha,racterization in nondestruc-
tive testing. Several distinguished invited speakers pre-
sented reviews of recent research.

The symposium was attended by approximately
250 people. It was held in conjunction with the SPIE
Conference on Medical Imaging, which took place in the
same location during 1-4 February. The technical pro-
grammes of these two meetings were concurrent only on
February 4.

J Sklansfty
Chafuman TC-|

Practising the art of relaxation



REPORTS FROM JAPAN

This section contains report titleg which have
been eubmitted by corresponding editor Prof M
Nagao. Most of these reports axe in Japanese. For
further information rega,rding access to these re-
ports please contact Prof Nagao directly. His mail-
ing addrese is as follo$'s:

Prof M Nagao
Faculty of Engineering, Kyoto UniversitS
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

r Character Deformation Prediction uring Deformation Vector
Field and ita Digirimination, lbnr Walulurq NTT Electrical
Communications Laboratoriee.

o Symmetrizing Segmentation Method of Chinege Charactere,
Kwno Tdalwl$ HfioeN Amonrmor Hogafo T&efuH, Muahiro
Afuhi, Kanagawa Univerrifi ,

r Chineee Character Recognition using Feature Matching, .EId-
rcrti Ohto , Yuruhi Niehimnrq Teteu Tominnto, Wirelesg Re-
aearch Laboratory and Matsushita Electric Indugtrial Co.,
Ltd.

e An Experiment of Recognition and Underatanding Syatem
for Book C*da, E Huc, M Yoneda, M Sahoi, J Yortida faculty
of Engineering, Toyama Univereity.

r A tligh Speed String Correction Method ueing a Hierarchical
File, Eriihd Tarn)u*, Yuie Kojitru*, *Uteunomiya University,
fTokyo Sanyo Electric Co.

r Image Regtoration by Partial Projection Filter, .f,lddcrn#rr
Ogawo ard Slwji llorq Tokyo Ingtitute of Technology, Depart-
ment of Computer Science , Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo
162, Japan.

r Analog Coding Theory: An Approach from the Pseudo Or-
thogonal Theory, it ltguo Kumazawa, Hidemitsu Ogawa,
Tokyo Inetitute of Technology, Department of Computer Sci-
ence, Ookayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan.

r Radon Traneform as an Analog Coding: Image Reconstruc-
tion from Incomplete Projections, Hiilcmittn Ogowq Iteu Kw
mt%wo,, Sor,hihilro Ohimurq Hircthi Tqjima, Tokyo Inetitute
of Technology, Department of Computer Science,Ookayama,
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan.

o Estimation of a Preciprocating Point on a Two-Dimensional
Rigid Body in Cyclic Motion, Part 1. A Method uaing an
area of Domein Encloaed by Motion Path, Toyohilco Hoyothi*,
Tiom lijima++, *Department of let Proethetic Dentistry,
School of Dentistry, Niigata Univerrity, **Department of
Information Eng,, Faculty of Eng., Tokyo Engineering Uni
versity.

o A Study of an Image Processing Expert Sytem, Miyahilco
Oritq Moio Katutalci, Chieho Onuma, Mosu Talcaloo, Hitachi
Researdr Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd.

o Recognition of Microscopic Biomedical Tissues, Reflective
Objects and Transparent Objects by DP Matching Method,
Hircmitsu Yomda, Electrotechnical Laboratory.

r Reconstruction of Cutted Image, Yolo Togota, Shinji Ozawo,
Keio University.

r Estimation of a Peciprocating Point on a Two-Dimensional
Rigid Body in Cyclic Motion, Part 2. An Iterative Method
via Mapping from Forward Path to Backward Path, Togohiko
Hoyachi+, Hiilemitu Ogauo**, Toim liiima++*, * Depart-
ment of 1gt Prosthetic Dentistry, School of Dentistry, Niigata
University, {fDepartment of Computer Science, Faculty of
Engineering, Tokyo Institute of Technology, +++Depart-
ment of Information Engineering, Faculty of Engineering,
Tokyo Engineering University.

o A Study of Image Processing Expert System by Attribu-
tive Predicates with Fuzginese, Hiroafui Nogohoshi, Mikio Na*ot-
ntyofitc, Noio Niahiatlca, Faculty of Engineering, Yamagata
Univereity.

r The Cellular Frame Model for Image Understanding, Syu*tftd
Okr, Electrotedrnical Laboratory.

r Implementation of the Neural Network Model NEOCOGNI-
TRON on the LISP, it Takashi Sonoda*, Kunihiko Fukushi-
ma**, Sei Miyake**, Takayuki lto**, 't' Fundamental Tech-
nology Research Laboratory, Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd. and
'**NHK Science and Technical Regearch Laboratoriee.

o Computer Thtor System with Cognitive Model, Kaahiso
Nilci, J R Arderto4 Motoi 9uua, Man-Machine Syatems Sec-
tion, Electrotedrnical Laboratory, Dept, of Paychology and
Computer Science, CMU.

r The Dominance in Proceeeing a Whole and its Parts in Vi-
sual Perception, Jim Gyoba, Shinshu University.

r Fundamental Properties of Vigual Short-Term MemorS glun'-
ichi lclilcawa, Laboratory of Behavioral Science, Junior Col-
lege of Economics, Saitama University.

o Parallel, Hierarchical and Serial Information Processing in
the Central Neuronal Syatem for Vision, Keiii Ton&, NHK
Science and Technical Researdl Laboratories.

r Handwritten Numeral Recognition by the Algorithm of the
Neocognitron - An Experimental System Using a Micro-
computer, Kuwihib Flthuhimo*, Sei Migo*e*, Ta*agtl,Fi lto*,
TalcotU Koun*+, +NHK Science and Technical Reg. Labs.,
**Wageda University.

e A Real-Time Image Processing Algorithm for Visual Inspec-
tion of Semiconductor Wafer Patterns, Hirothi Sa*o4 Haruo
Yoib, Moulsozu Ef'ri, Central Regearch Laboratory, Hitachi
Ltd.

r Color Image Segmentation ueing Three Perceptual Attribu-
t ea, Shoji Tominag a, Oe aka Electro- Communication Unive r-
sity.

r Motion Stereo for Navigation of Autonomous Vehicles, Tfto-
ntot S Hung*, Tothitumi Tuthiyamof|, *University of llli-
nois, **Electrotechnical Lab.

r Computer Vieion Researdr at USC and Motion Analysis,
Yodhio Yonmotq Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. Ltd.

r Digcrimination of Componente in a Flowchart by Border Pair
Tracing with Dietinction of Outer/Hole Borders, Yuushi Aat-
matoni otd Keiichi r{be, Faculty of Engineering, Shizuoka Uni-
versity.
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KING-SUN FU AWARD

ANNOUNCEMENT

The KING-SUN FU AWARD is to be awarded bi-
ennually to a living person in recognition of out-
standing contributions to the field of pattern recog-
nition. The award honors the memory of Professor
King-Sun F\r, who was instrumental in the found-
ing of IAPR, served as its first president, and is
widely recognized for his extensive contributions to
the fielil of pattern recognition. The award consists
of a suitably inscribed plaque and a cash amount,
the costg of which are borne by interest income from
a special fund created for this purpose.

The award is to be made in recognition of a techni-
cal contribution of far-reaching significance and im-
pact on the field of pattern recognition or its closely
allied fields made at any time in the past.

The award recipient is to be selected by the IAPR
Awards Committee. This selection is subject to ap-
proval by the IAPR Governing Board. The recip-
ient must be endorged by at least 5 members of
societies that are memberg of IAPR. Among these
endorsers, their societies must represent at least 2
member societies different from that of the nomi-
nator.

o Members of the IAPR Executuve Commitee, as well
as of the Awards Commitee, shall be ineligible for
the Awa.rd. Nor may they serve as nominators or
endorserg.

o The first award will be presented at the Ninth In-
ternational Conference on Pattern Recognition, in
Beijing, CHINA, in October 1988.

o The nomination should be mailed on an IAPR norn-
ination form.

o All nominations should be sent directly to the Chair-
man of the IAPR Awards Committee. Nominations
for the first award must be recieved no later than
May 1, 198E.

The current Award Committe consists of:
Dr. Jack Sklansky
Chairman IAPR Awardg Committee
Department of Electrical Engineering
University of California, Irvine
Irvine, CA 92717
u.s.A

Dr Hang-Helmut Nagel
Prof Martin Levine
Prof Makoto Nagao

w

NOMINATION FORM FOR THE KINC-SUN FU A}VARD

1. Name of nominee .. ..2. Yea,r of Birth

3. Membership in national society of IAPR

(inclucle grade of membership if any)

4. Professional affiliation and title

5. Addrese

Y

6. Education at college or university level.

Institution

Denote honorary degress by '(H)"

Degree Year Honors



Z. Endorsers, names and addresses. (At least five supporting letters, but not more than ten are required' Every

endorger must be a member of a national memberuo"iaty of IAPR. The name of the society must be noted under

the signature of the endorser. The member societies represented by the endorsers must include at least two societies

different from that of the nominator.)

,y

8. Proposed citation

9. Principal employment, years' description

10. principal publications, patente (prefer items of sole responsibility, otherwise give joint names)

11. Achievements pertinent to the qualifications for the King-sun Fu Award.

12. sources of information. Describe literature or other sources of information where the achievements described in

Item 11 may be confirmed or validated'

13. Nominator name, position, address and national society of IAPR

Signature of Nominator

7

v

Date



KINC-SUN FU AWARD TUND

IAPR has received contributions for the King-Sun
F\r Award F\nd from the following individuals during
the period from 1 November 1986 through 9 May 1987:
Bruce Berra, Syracuse Univerrity, USA
Ruzena Bajcay Univeraity of Pennaylvania, USA
Herbert trleeman, Rutgerr Univeraity, USA
Viola I\, Wert Lafayette, Indiana, USA
Robert M Haralic&,, University of Warhington, USA
C H Lee, Salinas, California, USA
Theo Pavlidb, State University of New York, USA
Azriel Rogenfeld, Univerrity of Maryland, USA
George Saridir, Rensselaer Polytedrnic Inatitute, USA
Toahiyuki Salroi, Kyoto Univerrity, Japan
Jadr Sklansky, Univerrity of California at Inine, USA
Steven Tanimoto, Univerrity of Washington, USA
J P T Yao, Purdue Univerrity, USA

The King-Sun I\r Award was established by IAPR
in 1986 to honor the memory of Professor King-Sun F\,
IAPR's first president. The awald, sustained by interest
income from the fund, is given biennially to an individ-
ual who has made an outstanding contribution to the
field of pattern recognition or its closely related fields.
Persons wishing to add to the fund should send their
contribution to:
IAPR - King Sun Fu Award Fund

c/o Dr Herbcrt ltceman, IAPR Trearurer
7 Woodview Drive
Cranbury, NJ 0E512
USA

Contributions in any arnount, la,rge or small, are wel-
come and will be individually acknowledged.

BOOKSH ELF

Knowledge-Based Speech Pattern Recognition

M AII*haniI, Kogan Page Ltd,
London, 1987, ISBN 1 65091 260 2

For a long time the library of books on pattern
recognition has had embalraesing gaps in the area of
speech recognition. Perhaps one might argue that in
comparison with the human speech recognition capa-
bilities the curent speech technology is gtill primitive
and can offer solutions only to problems of highly lim-
ited scope. Consequently, writing any definitive account
of speech recognition methods might seem premature.
Nevertheless there are now quite impressive Epeaker
dependent speech recognition systems which bring the
point when speech recognition products start recouping
the extengive investment in regearch and development
in this area over the last three decades much closer.

Yet the choice of books dealing with this active pattern
recognition application domain is sparse, largely limited
to edited collections of papers or at best to multi-author
volumes.

Michael Allerhand's monograph published in the
Fifth Generation Computing Series of Kogan Page helps
to fill this gap in the literature. It gives a global view of
the multifaceted problem of speech recognition and sur-
veys an extensive set ofstructural and statistical pattern
recognition tools suitable for building a hybrid speech
recognition system producing a phonetic transcription
of continuous speech input.

In Chapter 1 the automatic speech recognition prob-
lem is introduced and its two main components identi-
fied as i) vector space matching of speech input and ii)
structural recognition of patterns in the symbolic repre-
sentation of speech data obtained by vector space anal-
ysis.

Chapter 2 presents a review of syntactic pattern
recognition. First standard types of grammars are in-
troduced leading to the discussion of an augmented con-
text free grammax considered particularly appropriate
in the apeech recognition context. Elementg of Iuzzy
set theory are then presented as a prerequisite to fuzzy
grammars. Their use is suggested for handling inher-
ent uncertainities in the symbolic representation of the
apeech input obtained at lower levels ofprocessing. The
application of these techniques is illustrated on isolated
word recognition using duration ofvoiced, unvoiced and
silent features of speech signal.

Two popular approaches to low level speech signal
matching are the subject of Chapter 3. The exposition
of the template matching technique commences with lin-
ear prediction analysis for producing parametric repre-
sentation of speech signal. The dynamic programming
technique for optimally aligning the unknown and refer-
ence patterns is then described. The gecond approach is
based on Markov models for speech. The backward- for-
ward algorithm of Baum and the Viterbi algorithm are
presented. The chapter is concluded by a discussion of
issuee relating to representing a language economically
by sharing linquistic constituentg in a hierarchy.

Chapter 4 considers the problem of extracting im-
portant features from the speech signal. The author first
concentrates on the Karhunen-Lolve expansion. The
rest of the chapter is devoted to methods of extracting
important characteristics from speech apectrograms.

A brief account of statiEtical pattern recognition
techniques is given in Chapter 5 leading to a descrip-
tion of the hybrid speech recognition system advocated
by the author which is essentially a stochastic context

U/

V/
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free grammar. An example illustrating how a grammar
for the hybrid system may be developed in specific cases
is given in Chapter 6. The production rules of the gram-
mar detailed in the appendix incorporate phonotactic
and allophonic constraints.

Although the book is not suitable as a textbook for
courses on speech processing, it will be found useful by
existing practitioners becauee it provides a comprehan-
sive review of apeech technology from a global perspec-
tive. It will also be welcomed by newcomers to the field
of speech recognition.

J Kittler

NEW JOURNAT

International Journal of Expert
Systens: Regearch and Applications

The journal, published by JAI Press, seeks high
quality original research and survey papers on all as-
pects of expert systems and related aubjects. Papers
may deal with theoretical issues or practical aspects of
relevant topica including expert systems for mac,hine vi-
sion and pattern rccognition.

Editor-in-Chiel

Prof Mehdi T Harandi
130 Digital Computer Laboratory
Department of Computer Science
University of lllinois at Urbana-Champaign
1304 West Springfleld Avenue
Urbana
Illinois 61801
USA

Submieeion of Manuecripts

Manuscripts are accepted for review with the un-
derstanding that the same work has not been, is not
presently and will not in future be submitted elsewhere.
Manuscripts should be submitted in five copies to the
Rlitor-in-Chief at the above address.

CALLS FOR PAPERS

The MIT PR,ESS (EUR,OPE)

Authors with monographa or book-length manu-
scripts in the UK, Europe and Israel intending to submit
their work to the MIT Pregs should directly contact

Robert Bolick
Executive Editor (Europe)

The MIT Prees
30 Linkeide Avenue
Oxford OX2 8JB
England

PARALLEL PROCESSING FOR
COMPUTER, VISION AND DISPLAY

Leeds, United Kingdom- 12-75 lanuaty, 7988

Program

Papers are invited in any of the following topic ar-
eas:

r Parallel architecturee, algorithmr and languagee

r Real-time image generation

o 3D modelling and representation

r Geometry enginea

r Computer vision

r VLSI graphics and vigion chip deaign

o Image processing algorithms

Deadlines
July 31, 1987 F\ll papers (8-tS pages)
Sept 30, 1987 Authorg notified

Paper Submiesion and l\uther Information

DrPMDew
Dept Computer Studies
Univeraity of Leeds
Leedg LS2 9JT
United Kingdom

IEEE WORKSHOP ON COMPUTDR VISION

Miami Beach, Florida, USA- Nov 30 - Dec 2, 1987

Program

The workshop is organized by the IEEE Computer
Society. Papers are solicited in following and related
a,reas:

r Image etructure

r Segmentation and 2-D description

r 3-D from 2-D (motion, rtereo, texture)

r Shape and SD description

r Range imaging

r Model based vision

o Vigion guided manipulation and navigation

o Vision systems

r Industrial vieion

o Human vieual perception

v



Deadlines
July 14, 1987
October, 1987

Full papers (25 pages, 4 copies)
Camera.ready manuscripts

Paper Submission and hrrther Information
Narendra Ahqja

Coordinated Science Laboratory
University of Illinois
1101 W. Springffeld Avenue
Urbana, Illinoir 618O1
USA

BPRA 4th INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON PATTERN RECOGNITION

Ca.nbridge, England- March 28-30, 19E6

Program

The conference is organized by the British Pattern
Recognition Agsociation and co-sponsored by the IAPR
through Technical Committee TCt. The programme
will compriae invited and contributed papers on all as-
pecta of pattern recognition and image processing in-
cluding hardware and applicationg. A special focus will
be on:

o Statistical and gtructural pattern recognition

o Algorithms for image analysis and computer vision

o Special architectures and VLSI implementations

o Knowledge based methods in image and speech un-
derstanding

o Applicatione in

automatic inapection and roboticg
medicine
rpeedr and waveform proceaaing
remote reneing
document and text procesaing

Deadlines
Sept 30, 1987 F\rll papers (4000 words, 3 copies)
Nov 7, 1987 Authors notified
Dec 15, 1987 Camera-ready manuscripts

Paper Submiseion and Furtber brformation
Dr J Kittler

Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering
Univerrity of Surrey
Guildford GU2 sXH
England

PATTERN RECOGNITION
IN PRACTICE III

Amsterdam, ?he Netherlands- May 78-20, 798E

Program

The conference will aim at stimulating interaction
between experts in the field of Pattern Recognition and
scientists from various a.reas in which pattern recogni-
tion techniques are applied. The proposed topics in-
clude:

o Acquisition of knowledge from large data bases

o Classification of populations

o Use of AI techniques in pattern recognition

o Use of context

o Combining evidence from multiple sources

Deadlinee
Nov 1, 1987 Abstract
Jan 15, 1988 Authors notified
May 1, 1988 Camera-ready manuscripts 

V

Paper Submission and tr\rrther Information

Prof E S Gelgema
Dept Medical Informatice
Free Univeroity
P O Box 7057
1007 MB Amsterdam
The Netherlands

4th DUROPEAN SIGNAL
PROCESSING CONFERENCE

Grenoble, fbance- September 5-8, 7988

Program

The conference is organized by the European Asso-
ciation for Signal Processing. The aim of EUSIPCO-8S
is to cover all aspects of signal processing theory and
practice. Sessions will include tutorial and review pa- y/
pers and contributed papers on new results and appli-
cations. Areas of interest include:

Theory of signals and systems

Mono and multidimensional processing

o Signal interpretation

o Applications

o Hardware and software

Deadlines
Sept 30, 1987 Two-page abstracts (4 copies)
Jan 15, 1988 Authors notified
March 15, 1988 Camera-ready manuscripts

Paper Submission and tr\.rrther Information

EUSIPCO-88 Confrence Secretariat
CEPHAG-ENSIEG
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BP 46
38402 St Martin d'Heres Cedex
trlance

lgt INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON VISUAL SEARCH

University of Durharn, UK- September 5-E, 79E8

Program

The conference organized by the Applied Vision
Association will be devoted to the multi-disciplinary
topic of visual seaxch. Topics will include: detection
and recognition, vigilance, visual loke, eye movements,
display parameters, search modelling, machine vision,
medical, industrial and military applications.

Further Informatiou

David Brogan
FIC VS
Department of Paychology
Univeraity of Durham
Science Laboratoriea
South Road
Durham DHl 3LE
UK

TUTORIATS

STATISTTCAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION: Introductlon

The Coaener's Houae, Abingdon, England- October 6-7, 7987

The courge will digcuss fundamental methoda of etatiatical
pattern recognition. Several example claegeg will be aimed at
familiarizing the participartg with the material preaented. The

t-, couree will include geminare on application of pattern recognition
methodg to speciflc problems in which a step by atep description

of the design of practical pattern recognition systems will be out-
Iined.

The topics covered will include elemente of statistical de-
cision theory, nonparametric pattern classiftcation, Iearning ma-
chines, probabilily density function estimation, classifrcatjon error
probability estimation, feature eelection, feature extraction and
cluster analyaie.

Course textbook: P A Devijver and J Kittler, Pattern
Recognition: A gtatistical approadr, Prentice/ Hall, Englewood
Clifrg, NJ, 1982.

Course lecturers: Dr P A Devijver and Dr J Kittler

STATISTICAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION: Advranced ?oplcs

The Cosener'a House, Abingdon, England- October 8-9, 7987

The course will feature a number of advance topics in ata-
tistical pattern recognition. In particular, it will focug on the
use of contextual information in decigion making with the em-
phasis on Markov modelg, The methodology will be illustrated
on applicationa in speech recognition, image reatoration, image
segmentation, computer vision and character recognition.

The topica covered will include: role ol context, Markov
chain, M*kov meeh and M*kov rutdom f,eld models of apri-
ori world knowledge, Gibbs dirtributionr, hidden Matkov models,
elemente of compound de cisio n theory, Baurn's aI gorithm, D erin " s
algorithm, Viterbi algorithm, Iabelling in hidden Markov meshes
and random frelds, discrete relaxation, probzbilistic relaxation,
learning contextual relationgh ips, Ieaning Markov models.

Course lecturers: Dr P.A.Devijver and Dr J.Kittler

For further information and registration form for either of
the two courae wnite to:

Misg Susan Webber
Building R26
SERC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
Chilton
Didcot OX1l OQx
England

v

CATENDAR OF EVENTS
LaationDatc

July 20-23, 1987

Auguet 19-21,1987

Sept 2-4, 1987

Sept 2-4, 1987

Eoent

3rd International Symposium
on Handwriting and Computer

Applications

IEEE Workghop on Visual

Languages

European Conference on Speech
Technology

2nd International Conference on
Computer Analysis of Images and
Patterns

Spowor/Information

Montreal, Canada 3c ISHCA, fcole Polytechnique de Montr6al,

Linkoping, Sweden

Edinburgh,
Scotland

Wismar, Ger-
man Democratic
Republic

11

D6partement de G6nie Electrique, C.P.6079, Succur-
sale A, Montr6al (Qudbec), Canada HgC 3Az

Erland Jungert, FFV Elektronik AB, Agatan 22, S-
582 22 Linkoping, Sweden

Secretariat, European Conference on Speech Technol-
ogy, CEP Consultants Ltd,26 Albany Street, Edin-
burgh EHI 3QH, UK

CAIP87 Conference Secretariat, KDT- Priisidium-
WGMA, Koll .  Mii l ler, Clara-Zetkin-Strasse 115/117,
Berl in 1086, GDR



Sept 7-10,1987

Sept 1.1-16,1987

Sept 2&26,1987

Sept 29 - Oct 2,1987

Oct 26-30,1987

Nov l-6,1987

Nov 1&20, 1987

Nov 30 - Dec 2, 1987

1987 International Conference on
Digital Signal Proceasing

IEEF-EURASIP 6th Work-
shop on Multidimengional Signal
Processing

4th lnternational Conference in
Image Analysie and Processing

International Symposium on Data
Analysis and Informatice

International Workrhop on
Expert Syetems and Pattern
Recognition

SPIE Sympoeium on Advanceg in
Intelligent Robotics Syatemr

AFCET Sixieme Congrls Recon-
naisrance des Formeg et Intelli
gence Artif,cielle

IEEE Workehop on Computer
Vision

Florence,Italy

Leeuwenhoret
Congress Center,

Noordwijkerhout,
The Netherlande

Cefalu,Sicily,Italy

Versailles,ftance

Novosibirsk, USSR

Cambridge, Mas-
sachusette, USA

Antibeg, France

Prof V Cappellini, Facolta di Ingegneria, via di
S.Marta 3, 60139 Firenze, Italy

Mrs Y Smits, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Delft UniverEity of Technology, P.O.Box 5031' 2600
GA Delft, The Netherlands

Prof Vito di Gesu, Dipartimento di Matematica e Ap-
plicazioni, Universita di Palermo, 90123 Palermo, Italy

INRIA, Service deg Relatione Exterieures, Bureau des
Colioques, Domaine de Voluceau, Bp 105, 78153 Le
Cheanay Cedex, France

ESPR Secretariat, Institute of Mat,hematics,
Novosibirsk-9O, 63090, USSR

SPIE, P.O.Boc 10, Bellingham, WA 98227-0010, USA 
V

AFCET, 156 boulevard Pereire, 75017 Paris, France

Dec 1G18, 1987

Jan 12-16, 198E

Jan 3l - Feb 5, 1988

March 26-30,1988

May 18-20, 1988

Sept $-8, 1988

Sept 5-8, 1988

International Symposium on
Electronic Devices, Circuitg and
Syrtemr

Parallel Proceseing for Computer
Viaion and Display

SPIE Conference on Medical
Imaging

BPRA 4th International Confer-
ence on Pattern Recognition

Pattern Recognition in Practice Amsterdam, The
lU Netherlands

Narendra Ahuja, Coordinated Science Laboratory,
University of lllinois, 1101 W, Springfleld Avenue, Ur'
bana, Illinois 61801, USA

Prof N B Chakrabarti, Dept. of Electronics and Elec'
trical Communicationr Engineering, Indian Institute of
Technology, Kharagpur 721302 WB, India

Dr P M Dew, Dept Computer Studiee, University of
Leedo, Leeds LS2 gJT, UK

SPIE, P.O.Box 10, Bellingham' WA 98227-0010, USA

'v
Dr J Kittler, Dept Electronic and Electrical Engi-
neering, University of Surrey , Guildford GU2 5XH'
England

Prof E S Gelsema, Dept Medical Informatics, Free
University, P.O. Box 7057, 1007 MB Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Eusipco-88 Conference Secretariat, Cephag-ENSIEG,
8P46, 38402 St Martin d'Heres cedex, France

David Brogan, FIC VS, Department of Psychology,
Univeraity of Durham, Science Laboratories, South
Road, Durham DHl 3LE, UK

gICPR Secretariat, Chinese Association of Automa'
tion, P.O.Box 2728, Beijing, China

Fontainebleau
Hilton, Miami
Beach, Florida,
USA

Kharagpur, India

Leeds, United
Kingdom

Newport Beach,
California, USA

Queens CoI-
lege, Cambridge,
England

4th European Signal Proceaaing

Conference

lst International Conference on

Vieual Search

IAPR gth International Confer-

ence on Pattern Recognition

Grenoble, France

Univeraity of

Durham, UK

Beijing, ChinaOctober 17-20, 198E

t2


